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POWER PRO FOAM-SX easily and rapidly removes insects, 
dirt, grease, wax, smoke residues, the remains of rubber and 
adhesives from metal, glass, plastic, etc. surfaces. It is 
especially effective on stainless steel surfaces used in 
gastronomy and for cleaning sanitary facilities. The spray foam 
does not flux from vertical surfaces, thoroughly cleans and 
removes soiling and grease. Does not leave smudges, stains or 
afterglow. Does not contain aggressive substances nor abrasive 
agents. Pleasantly scented.

Form: lightly frothy liquid in spray.
Density: 0.900 at 20°C.
Flash point: n/a.
Shelf life: 36 months, store in dry, cool place, protect from 
freezing temperatures.
Safety measures: provided in the safety data sheet.

Industry: 
Ideal for cleaning and degreasing in offices, workshops, 
kitchens and bathrooms (bathroom furniture, tiles, stainless 
steel washbasins, bathtubs). Effectively cleans lamps, 
varnished and lacquered surfaces, natural and artificial leather 
surfaces, computer equipment (display panel, mouse), china, 
mirrors, carpets, etc. 
Automotive industry:
Cars 
Perfectly cleans all types of polished, chromed, varnished and 
laminated surfaces, e.g.: rims, seats, door upholstery, etc. 
Removes traces of nicotine, shoe paste and dead insects from 
windshields, headlights and taillights, body and plates.
Motorbikes
Removes grease, dirt and bloom from rims, insects from 
windshields, helmets and clothes. 
Sports and hobby:
POWER PRO FOAM-SX effectively cleans and maintains the 
plastics and metal parts of bicycles, skiing equipment, boats, 
surf boards, etc.

Article code               Name                        Packaging                        Type
PSX            POWER PRO FOAM-SX     aerosol 600 ml   cleaning, degreasing agents
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THE LATEST GENERATION 
CLEANING AND DEGREASING 

ACTIVE FOAM

                        Gentle action, does not damage rubber or plastics
                       Does not contain abrasive agents or flux from the surface

Removes all soiling, insects, grease, wax, smoke residues, rubber 
and adhesive remains quickly and effectively from different surfaces

Economical in use; does not leave smudges, stains or afterglow
Pleasantly scented

CAUTION
All information, including illustrations, are 
reliable. However, the users should evaluate 
the usability of each product for a given 
application. TTP Polska Sp. z o.o. does not 
guarantee the accuracy of all information and 
does not accept responsibility for how the 
products are used. The liabilities of TTP 
Polska Sp. z o.o. are limited solely to the 
standard terms and conditions of sale of the 
product and in no case whatsoever does TTP 
Polska Sp. z o.o. bear any responsibility for 
accidental or indirect damages resulting in 
the sale, use and improper use of the 
product.
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